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Abstract
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems have been widely researched over the past decade,
leading to highly scalable implementations for a wide range of distributed services
and applications. A P2P system assigns symmetric roles to machines, which can
act both as client and server. This distribution of responsibility alleviates the need
for any central component to maintain a global knowledge of the system. Instead,
each peer takes individual decisions based on a local and limited knowledge of the
rest of the system, providing scalability by design.
While P2P systems have been successfully applied to a wide range of distributed
applications (multicast, routing, caches, storage, pub-sub, video streaming), with
some highly visible successes (Skype, Bitcoin), they tend to have fallen out of
fashion in favor of a much more cloud-centric vision of the current Internet. We
think this is paradoxical, as cloud-based systems are themselves large-scale, highly
distributed infrastructures. They reside within massive, densely interconnected
datacenters, and must execute efficiently on an increasing number of machines,
while dealing with growing volumes of data. Today even more than a decade ago,
large-scale systems require scalable designs to deliver efficient services.
In this paper we argue that the local nature of P2P systems is key for scalability
regardless whether a system is eventually deployed on a single multi-core
machine, distributed within a data center, or fully decentralized across multiple
autonomous hosts. Our claim is backed by the observation that some of the most
scalable services in use today have been heavily influenced by abstractions and
rationales introduced in the context of P2P systems. Looking to the future, we
argue that future large-scale systems could greatly benefit from fully
decentralized strategies inspired from P2P systems. We illustrate the P2P legacy
through several examples related to Cloud Computing and Big Data, and provide
general guidelines to design large-scale systems according to a P2P philosophy.
Keywords: cloud computing; peer-to-peer; decentralized distributed systems
1 Introduction
Fully decentralized distributed architectures, and most notably P2P systems, en-
joyed a high level of interest about a decade ago, prompted by early pioneering sys-
tems such as Napster and Freenet [1], quickly followed by systems such as Gnutella,
Pastry [2] or Chord [3].
The main characteristic of such systems is that they do not distinguish between
clients and servers: in a P2P system, each peer can act both as a client and a server
and only maintains a local and incomplete view of the rest of system. While this
paradigm has been widely used for (sometimes illegal) file sharing applications, the
scalability of P2P systems has been leveraged in the context of many other appli-
cations such as streaming, content delivery networks, broadcast, storage systems,
and publish-subscribe systems, just to name a few areas of application.
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P2P systems are scalable by design: the fact that each peer potentially acts as a
server avoids the bottleneck of most distributed systems by causing the number of
servers to increase linearly with the number of clients. This natural ability to scale is
complemented by the fact that no entity is required to maintain a global knowledge
of the system, a costly and difficult operation in large-scale systems. Instead, each
peer only relies on local and restricted information to drive its behavior. This en-
sures scalability for two reasons: first, individual peers only need to process a small
amount of information. Second, information usually only needs to be disseminated
to a limited subset of peers, thus reducing communication costs. For instance in
Pastry [2], which provides a routing functionality in a P2P overlay network, indi-
vidual peers only need to maintain a small routing table of size O(logN), N being
the number of peers in the system. Similarly, whenever a node leaves or enters the
system, only a very small number of peers, c + O(logN), need to be notified and
update their data structures. Chord [3] and many other P2P infrastructures exhibit
similar properties.
The ability of P2P systems to function without any central authority is one of
the main reasons of their success, as exemplified by systems such as Emule for
file sharing or Bitcoin for virtual money. Yet, this very ability has also hampered
their growth, as most web companies wish to retain full control on their users base
and computing infrastructure. As these companies are completing their migration
towards highly-integrated data centers and cloud infrastructures, it might seem that
the time for decentralized distributed systems is over, and that P2P solutions are
only marginally relevant to today’s cloud-centered world, with niche applications
limited to file distribution and peer-supported systems [4, 5].
In this paper we take a contrarian view to this grim assessment, and argue that
although pure P2P systems might no longer be seriously considered for obvious
commercial reasons, they still hold great potential for the design of future computer
systems. Indeed, we advocate the renewed importance of decentralized solutions for
today’s cloud-based systems, highlighting how the legacy of P2P continues to live
in a new guise in many of the innovative solutions proposed to tackle the challenges
of extra large distributed systems. This is for instance visible in some hybrid peer-
assisted solutions adopted by companies such as Spotify [6], Akamai [7], or earlier
versions of Skype, which adopt a P2P infrastructure for some of their services,
complemented by a central control. Spotify, for instance, indexes music on a central
infrastructure, which is then potentially downloaded from other peers.
Hybrid architectures are however only one rather direct example of how P2P
intuitions might be leveraged to realize large-scale distributed systems. Skype for
instance has recently moved to a cloud-based infrastructure, but nevertheless still
retains many of the landmarks of its P2P past (e.g., supernodes) [8]. Skype’s recent
history exemplifies how thinking decentralized is an excellent way to achieve scal-
ability even when the targeted infrastructure includes powerful data centers and
dedicated servers. In this paper, we illustrate this connection through several ex-
amples, highlighting how the legacy of P2P is out there in many of the innovative
solutions proposed to tackle the challenges of extra large, geo-replicated distributed
systems.
First, we discuss key-value store systems, a popular form of distributed storage
underpinning many NoSQL databases (Section 2), which are a clear legacy of P2P
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Figure 1 Principle of a ring-based DHT such as Chord [3]
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs). In a second example (Section 3), we show that
two strategies developed independently for the computation of K nearest neighbor
(KNN) graphs converged to a single scalable design, although one emerged in a
decentralized P2P context [9], while the other was proposed for a typical cluster-
based batch processing infrastructure such as a map-reduce engine [10]. Again this
example emphasizes the relevance of thinking decentralized for scalable design. Fi-
nally we reflect on the ways decentralized and P2P approaches might influence the
design of very-large-scale distributed systems in the future, and try to delineate po-
tential research paths that might realize the vision of inherently scalable computing
(Section 4). We conclude in Section 5.
2 From Distributed Hash Tables to Key-value Stores
Distributed key-value stores (KVS) lie at the foundation of many NoSQL data-
stores, such as Amazon’s Dynamo [11], or Facebook’s Cassandra [12], and play
today a key role in the modern cloud ecosystem. Interestingly enough, the origin
of many of today’s key-value stores can be traced back to the work on distributed
hash tables originally developed for P2P systems a decade ago, such as Chord [3],
CAN [13], Pastry [2], and Tapestry [14].
2.1 In the beginning were Distributed Hash Tables
A DHT consists in storing (key, value) pairs on a (typically large) set of distributed
nodes, while maintaining an appropriate routing overlay to rapidly find the machine
holding a particular key. Which keys are allocated to each machine is determined
by an appropriate hash function, with each machine in charge of an area of the hash
space, thus resulting in a form of consistent hashing [15]. Individual DHTs vary in
the type of routing overlay they use: DHTs such as Chord [3] use a ring extended
with forward fingers (Fig. 1), while others such as CAN [13] or Pastry [2] use a
prefix routing graph. This basic set of two mechanisms (hash space partitioning
and routing overlay) is complemented with a number of additional protocols to
handle nodes joining and leaving (either graciously, or through failures, including
catastrophic ones [16]), and load-balancing (in case of a skewed distribution of keys
in the hash space, or particularly popular keys).
For instance, in Chord [3], keys and node IDs are encoded over a fixed size of m
bits, taking value from 0 to 2m − 1, and computation over this key space are done
modulo 2m. Each node stores a routing table containing m entries: the kth routing
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entry of node x is the first node whose ID is equal or greater than id(x) + 2k−1
(modulo 2m). The resulting finger links subsume the ring of key IDs: only taking
into account the first routing entry of each node yields a ring in which each node
points to its successor (the node with an ID ≥ id(x) + 1).
Chord uses a simple routing algorithm to locate a key key on the ring: a node n
trying to locate a key key forwards the request to its closest preceding finger nodes
n.finger[k], i.e. the finger node so that n.finger[k] ∈ [n, key] and n.finger[k+1] /∈
[n, key]. n.finger[k], then repeats the operation recursively, until the procedure
returns the node n−1key preceding the key on the key ring. The node storing key is
the successor of n−1key, n
−1
key.finger[0]. Maintaining consistent routing information
in a very large system is difficult and costly, so Chord does not assume that finger
links are necessarily always up to date or consistent. The above routing mechanism
however continues to work as long as successor links (n−1key.finger[0]) are correct: in
the worst case, routing might degrade to a linear complexity as a routing request
travels the ring in search of the node holding a key, but the system continues
nevertheless to function.
Chord further includes dedicated protocols to handle the joining and leaving
(through failure or otherwise) of participating nodes, including a stabilization proto-
col to overcome potential topological corruptions following concurrent failures and
modifications.
As a result of this scheme, Chord provides the routing infrastructure required to
implement a DHT in a fully decentralized manner. This is typical of other similar
systems such as Pastry, or CAN that maintain a routing table of small size compared
to the number of nodes.
2.2 From DHTs to industrial key-value stores
The above basic working of a DHT provides the foundation on which richer stor-
age services can be built, with improved performance and consistency mechanisms
tailored to the specific needs of individual systems. One first important evolution
away from DHTs was the introduction of one-hop routing [11], to meet the strin-
gent latency requirements of deployed systems. This is achieved in systems such as
Cassandra [12] or Dynamo [11] (and its Erlang counterpart Riak[1]), by replicating
the full routing information on each node as a speed-up mechanism over the typical
O(log(N)) routing of DHTs. Because DHTs can tolerate obsolete routing informa-
tion when nodes join or leave, these systems can too, a crucial property in large
systems in which nodes failures and reconfigurations are common.
The potential downside of this strategy is the loss of extreme scalability: the size
of the system is constrained by how much routing information can be stored on a
single node. The approach is however reported to work well to up to a few hundred
nodes, and can be extended with hybrid techniques and hierarchical designs. Riak,
for instance, proposes a multi-data-center replication scheme for fault tolerance
purposes, in which a source Riak instance is periodically mirrored into a sink Riak
cluster.
[1]http://docs.basho.com/riak/latest/, accessed 2 June 2015
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A second line of extension uses specific data-structures for keys and/or values.
For instance, using lists or dictionaries for values creates a flexible storage struc-
ture organized in rows by columns that is reminiscent of relational databases (al-
though generally without any of the ACID properties relational databases usually
provide). Adding time-stamps (e.g., as in BigTable [17]) or version numbers (as in
Dynamo [11]) to values provides versioning, while adding timestamps to keys makes
the data-store akin to a multi-version database.
Finally, a third line of extension adds additional querying capabilities, such as
range queries [18, 19], by combining additional routing links, and well-chosen hash
functions [20].
The main legacy of DHTs in these recent systems is the use of consistent hashing
to distribute data uniformly over a large number of machines. The resulting systems,
although they are designed to run in data centers on a few hundreds or thousands
of machines, rather than on swarms of millions of home-based machines, remain
inherently peer-to-peer in that they avoid any central component. They are also
able in most cases to fall back on peer-based routing and reconciliation approaches
(using mechanisms such a gossip-based anti-entropy [21]) to overcome failures and
provide elastic growth, a crucial strength in highly dynamic cloud environments.
2.3 The challenge of consistency
Some of the reasons why decentralized key-value stores based on DHTs successfully
upgraded from an initial P2P ecosystem to cloud computing is because they scale
particularly well over many machines (routing typically takes at most log(n) steps,
or O(1) with one-hop routing), are resilient to ongoing failures (a key requirement
in large infrastructures), and can rapidly scale up or down by simply adding or
removing machines.
One weakness, however, of basic decentralized key-value stores is their poor sup-
port for strong consistency guarantees. The need for fault tolerance and availability
generally implies some form of redundancy of the same (key, value) pair over mul-
tiple machines. In the absence of additional mechanisms, concurrent modifications
of a key are therefore not guaranteed to be atomic or even sequentially consis-
tent [22, 23]. One possible strategy is to limit the concurrency the system can
be subject to, which maps well to applications in which individual values are only
manipulated by one single user at a time, as for instance the cart of an on-line shop-
ping site. Another solution is to layer fault-tolerant consistency protocols on top of
a basic DHT engine [24, 25] such as Paxos [26, 27], providing strong consistency
between the replicas of individual key pairs, and delivering atomicity properties for
single-key accesses.
Scatter [25] for instance uses a basic ring-based DHT (as in Figure 1) in which
individual nodes are replaced by groups of nodes running the state-machine replica-
tion algorithm Paxos [26, 27]. To support the reconfiguration of these groups (e.g.,
to accommodate shifting workloads, node failures, or new resources), Scatter further
stacks a two-phase commit protocol on top of Paxos (a combination proposed earlier
by Leslie Lamport and Jim Gray [28], and also found in Google’s Spanner [24]). By
combining the known ingredients of (i) a basic DHT, (ii) a fault-tolerant consensus
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protocol, and (iii) a distributed transaction feature, Scatter exploits both the scal-
ability of DHT and the strong consistency guarantees of fault tolerant distributed
protocols.
The above examples illustrate how early ideas first experimented in the context of
fully decentralized P2P systems continue to live on, sometimes in a different guise,
and often combined with additional mechanisms, in today’s systems designed for
data centers and cloud computing.
Looking forward, future distributed systems are very likely to execute increasingly
on multiple data centers, at a global scale, while taking into account scalability, per-
formance, and the inherent limitations of the FLP (Fischer, Lynch, Paterson) [29]
and CAP (Consistency, Availability, and Partition Tolerance) [30] impossibility re-
sults. These challenging requirements mean that the benefits of decentralized designs
are unlikely to disappear anytime soon. They are more likely to continue to live on
in new combinations as distributed systems adapt to the growing demands of scale,
performance, and resilience, and to the opportunities brought about by technolog-
ical advances (the lower latency of solid state drives over traditional hard drives
being one such example). An open question is therefore how the various mecha-
nisms we have touched upon could be better unified to help developers configure,
compose, and extend existing platforms, and take informed decisions on how best
to obtain desired features.
3 Gossip-based versus centralized KNN graph construction
A second area in which the intuitions developed for P2P environments seem to
hold strong potential for more centralized systems is Big Data. We illustrate this
point in the case of K nearest neighbors (KNN) graphs. Constructing the KNN
graph of a set of items is a critical operation in many domains, ranging from data-
mining and search to machine-learning, image processing, and collaborative filtering.
When applied to (user-based) collaborative filtering [31], a KNN computation helps
predict the interests of a given user by collecting the opinion of other users that
are similar to her/him. Such a mechanism nicely translates into a P2P environ-
ment, and over the last 15 years a number of works have proposed P2P protocols
to construct KNN graphs with applications to recommendation, search and query
extension [32, 9, 33, 34, 35]. It turns out that the underlying design of these ap-
proaches is in fact very close to highly efficient KNN algorithms recently proposed
for standalone machines [10]. This convergence highlights how strategies developed
for decentralized peer-to-peer systems apply to much more centralized systems.
In (user-based) collaborative filtering [31], a KNN graph connects each user u to
a user v if v is one of the k nearest neighbors of u in the considered application. The
similarity between users is computed on the profiles of each user, for instance the
lists of items that users have rated (e.g., movies in a movie recommender system),
or vectors of features for images, using one of several similarity metrics developed
for informational retrieval such as the cosine similarity metric [31], and the Jaccard
index. A brute force KNN computation has an O(N2) complexity, N being the
number of vertices in the graph, and designing low-complexity KNN algorithms
remains an open problem. While KNN graphs have played a crucial role in many
applications, they are now increasingly applied to huge databases. Consequently,
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as often in a Big Data context, scalability is of utmost importance. The challenge
is to cope with many users and items, at acceptable costs and speeds. Traditional
centralized approaches achieve this by constructing the KNN graph oﬄine and
exploiting elastic cloud platforms to massively parallelize the recommendation jobs
on numerous nodes [36, 37]. However, accounting for dynamics requires periodic
recomputations which turn out to be very costly [36, 38, 39].
Instead of deploying increasingly larger back-end servers to compute KNN graphs,
alternatives have been recently proposed that exploit sampling to reduce drastically
the dimension of the problem while achieving close to accurate results. The goal of
this section is to show that approaches proposed independently, for centralized [10]
and for decentralized [32, 35, 40, 33, 41] systems, exploit a similar sampling strategy
to construct KNN graphs that is motivated by the same scalability concerns. In both
cases, the crucial element for scalability is the strong locality of the algorithms,
which consider each vertex of the constructed KNN graph using only a local and
restricted knowledge of the system.
3.1 Gossip-based KNN graph construction
Gossip-based (or epidemic) protocols [21] have been widely used in the context of
fully decentralized systems because of their robustness to churn and dynamics, their
scalability, and their versatility [42, 43, 44]. The scalability of gossip-based protocols
comes from the fact that each node takes individual decisions based only on a local
knowledge of the system, while still allowing the whole system to eventually converge
towards a desired state.
Several gossip-based protocols have been proposed to construct KNN graphs in
a fully decentralized manner. These protocols can be parameterized to build both
random topologies [45] and organized structures (rings, trees, torus) [32, 35, 40],
and can been used to cluster peers sharing similar properties into a KNN graph,
with applications to file sharing [46, 47, 48], link prediction [49], publish-subscribe
systems [50], top-k processing [9], search [51], and recommenders [33, 41, 52, 53].
For instance, Tribler [51], a decentralized search engine implemented on top of
the BitTorrent protocol, extracts users preferences and provides them with recom-
mendations after a few search queries. Tribler relies on a gossip protocol to form
the neighborhood, i.e. the set of similar users that should be considered to compute
recommendations. Similarly, PocketLens [52] is a decentralized recommender algo-
rithm developed by the GroupeLens research group. This system can rely on several
architectures including fully decentralized ones to compute node neighborhoods. Fi-
nally, the approach presented by Kermarrec, Leroy, Moin, and Thraves [53] proposes
a new collaborative filtering user-based random walk approach customized for de-
centralized systems, specifically designed to handle sparse data. Neighborhoods are
formed using a gossip protocol instrumented with a modified Pearson’s correlation
metric to connect each user to a set of similar users.
Figure 2 shows the typical organization of a P2P KNN graph construction proto-
col, as originally proposed by Vicinity [32, 35] (and with some important variations
by T-Man [40]), and then reused by other works, such as Gossple [9, 33, 34]. A
protocol such as Vicinity or Gossple maintains a dynamic implicit social network,
i.e. a directed graph linking peers (representing users) with similar interests. The
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Figure 2 P2P KNN graph construction, as originally proposed by Vicinity [35]
protocol achieves this without relying on any central component by building a P2P
overlay network in which each peer has two sets of neighbors: a (dynamic) set of
neighbors picked uniformly at random in the network, and the KNN set (Figure 2).
These two sets of neighbors are maintained by two co-existing gossip protocols that
periodically sample the network, gossip node profiles, and connect similar users.
The lower-layer random peer sampling protocol (RPS) [45] ensures connectivity by
building and maintaining a continuously changing random topology. The upper-
layer clustering protocol [32] uses this overlay to provide nodes with the k most
similar candidates to form their KNN neighborhood.
More precisely, each protocol maintains at each node two views, a data structure
containing references to other nodes: the RPS view and the KNN view. Each entry
in each view contains (i) the neighbor’s ID, (ii) its IP address, (iii) its profile [2], as
well as (iv) a timestamp to date the last contact with this neighbor. Periodically,
each protocol selects the entry in its view with the oldest timestamp [45] and sends
it a message containing its profile with part (or all) of its view.
In the RPS protocol, the peer receiving the message updates its RPS view by
keeping a random sample of the union of its own RPS view and the received view.
This constitutes a continuously changing random graph. In the KNN protocol, the
receiving peer selects the K closest peers found in both its current KNN view, its
current RPS view, and the received KNN view, i.e. the K peers whose profiles are
closest to its own according to the similarity metric.
This provides a two-layer overlay network as depicted on Figure 2. Note that the
KNN graph could be constructed by using the RPS view only, since the RPS protocol
provides a continuously changing sample of the nodes in the system. Doing so
would however be very slow, converging in O(N) steps. The second gossip protocol,
which exploits the KNN view, speeds up the convergence on the assumption that a
neighbor of a neighbor in the current KNN estimation is probably a good candidate
to consider for the KNN view of the local node.
Crucially, the construction of the KNN graph is local (only the profile related to
a peer and its neighbors are present on a given peer). There are no global data
structures; instead, each peer receives for one of its neighbors a set of candidates
[2]The profile of a node is application dependent and represents the interests on a
peer on which the similarity with other peers will be computed.
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to compute similarity metrics. A second key characteristic of P2P KNN graph con-
struction protocols is their sampling-based approach: each peer selects a set of
candidates based only on a partial sample of the network.
3.2 KNN-Descent: a sampling-based centralized KNN
In a recent work, Dong, Moses, and Li have proposed a simple yet effective cen-
tralized algorithm, called KNN-Descent, that approximates a KNN graph under
arbitrary similarity measures [10]. The main originality of their approach over pre-
vious work is the fact that the algorithm is local and sample-based.
The basic algorithm follows the very same philosophy of gossip-based protocols
such as T-Man [40], Vicinity [32] or Gossple [33], namely a neighbor of a neighbor
is also likely to be a neighbor. This means that provided there already exists an
approximation of a KNN graph, the approximation can be iteratively improved.
KNN-Descent starts with a random approximation of the KNN graph, which
is very similar to the RPS overlay of Vicinity or Gossple. Then, the algorithm
compares each vertex of the graph with its current neighbor’s neighbors until no
further improvement can be made.
KNN-Descent further extends this basic strategy with a number of optimizations
designed to minimize system costs (by maximizing local accesses) and speed up the
computation. A first optimization uses what the authors have termed a local join:
given a vertex v and its neighbors Nv, KNN-Descent computes the similarity be-
tween each pair p, q such that p ∈ Nv, and q ∈ Nv. In other words, each neighbor of
v computes its similarity with each other neighbor of v. The KNN of v’s neighbors
are updated accordingly. A second optimization is introduced to reduce the num-
ber of similarity computations: pairs that were already compared during previous
iterations are ignored. This is done by only comparing two vertices in a local join
operations if at least one of them has been updated (this is indicated by a specific
flag). Finally, KNN-Descent leverages the fact that little improvement is typically
observed in the last iterations of the algorithm. KNN-Descent therefore implements
an early termination mechanism and stops the algorithm when the number of KNN
updates in neighborhoods falls bellow a given threshold.
Note that the KNN-Descent algorithm does not provide an accurate KNN graph
but instead an approximation.
3.3 Comparing P2P KNN construction and KNN-Descent
The KNN constructed by P2P approaches such as Vicinity or Gossple, and that
of KNN-Descent both rely on exactly the same philosophy, a philosophy pioneered
by gossip-based algorithms. All these approaches are both local and sample-based,
they all start from a random approximation, provided by a random sample in KNN-
Decent and by the RPS overlay in Vicinity and Gossple, and progress by greedy
iterations to progressively converge towards a KNN graph (possibly approximated
in the case of KNN-Descent).
The main difference is that because P2P KNN approaches operate in a fully decen-
tralized way, where each vertex is a machine on a network, they optimize their KNN
views one pair of nodes at a time by traversing directed edges in the KNN-graph. By
contrast, KNN-Descent first computes an undirected graph from its current KNN es-
timation, and then uses a local join operation on a node’s neighbors, for each node in
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Figure 3 Local optimization of the KNN graph in decentralized and centralized approaches
this graph. This local join operation compares all pairs of a node’s neighbors in one
iteration, and thus increases the memory locality of the algorithm. This difference
is illustrated in Figure 3. In this figure, solid lines represent the current estimation
of the KNN graph, and the dashed lines the new potential neighbors considered
during the next iteration. The left diagram illustrates the workings of a typical P2P
KNN protocol. In this example, Node A currently has the nodes {A1, A2, A3} in its
neighborhood, and will consider the nodes A4 and A5 (A1’s neighbors) as poten-
tial new neighbors. Similarly, A1 will consider A2 and A3 (A’s current neighbors)
as potential new neighbors. The behavior of KNN-Descent on A’s neighborhood is
shown on the right. Rather than working with a directed graph, KNN-Descent first
reverses all edges (shown as solid double arrows). The resulting undirected graph
can then be exploited to realize a local join by looping through a node’s neighbors in
pairs: for instance, in the case of A’s neighbors, KNN-Descent will consider whether
A1 might become one of A2’s neighbors, and reciprocally (double dashed arrow),
and then loop over the pairs (A1, A3) and (A2, A3). This local join mechanism
allows KNN-Descent to compute similarity values at most only once per iteration.
It has however no impact on the actual set of edges being considered compared to a
strategy that would simply traverse the edges of the undirected graph, as in the P2P
case. This is an optimization primarily motivated by performance considerations on
a standalone machine, or on a highly integrated cluster.
The use of a reverse graph does increase, however, the set of edges considered in
one iteration by KNN-Descent. As a result, KNN-Descent tends to converge more
rapidly than a pure P2P KNN network, but at the cost of maintaining a reverse
graph, which can be a costly operation in a fully distributed environment, in which
network communication is orders of magnitude slower than local memory access.
The other difference is that P2P KNN construction protocols such as Vicinity or
Gossple are guaranteed to eventually provide an accurate KNN graph while KNN-
Descent provides an approximation of the graph. This is because in P2P KNN
graph construction protocols the operation of the RPS ensures that nodes that were
forgotten over several operations are eventually considered as potential candidates.
4 Discussion and perspectives
The examples we have discussed illustrate how algorithms that had initially been
designed for fully decentralized systems have led to highly scalable solutions de-
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Figure 4 Decentralization objectives, and the levels where they apply
ployed on much more centralized infrastructures, in which all machines execute
within the same data center or cluster. We think this is because the extreme nature
of peer-to-peer and fully decentralized systems forces designers to explore radical
solutions that, when reused in other contexts, provide scalability by design.
If we try to tease out the ingredients empowering these radical solutions, we find
two key elements behind the scalability of decentralized P2P algorithms:
1 These algorithms seek to create locality. In particular, they avoid global struc-
tures or knowledge which are difficult to construct and maintain. For instance,
one of the simplest forms of this principle can be found in a random peer-
sampling service (RPS) [45]. An RPS generates a highly connected overlay
topology with a short diameter (i.e. O(log(n))) using mechanisms limited to
neighboring nodes.
2 Once locality has been established, these algorithms exploit it with decen-
tralized mechanisms that are able to provide global services (multicast) or
answers (e.g., the k most similar items to a query) from lightweight local
computations.
These two elements are the main goals of any decentralization (shown on the ver-
tical axis labeled Goals of decentralization in Figure 4). These goals are however
very generic, and can be instantiated at many levels of a system’s distributed ar-
chitecture. We see strong opportunities at at least three of these levels (horizontal
axis in Figure 4): at the infrastructure level, in terms of distributed data, and in
programming frameworks.
These levels should not be taken as hard and well-delineated layers, but more as
useful props to capture the shifting organization of modern large-scale distributed
systems. The infrastructure level seeks to cover the communication layer (naming,
multicast), fundamental mechanisms (remote invocation, distributed events), and
base services (service discovery, directory, membership) of a distributed system.
By distributed data, we mean the strategies used to distribute data in a large-
scale system while accounting for performance and scalability. Finally, Programming
Frameworks aim to provide generic programmatic structures that guide developers
when realizing a broad range of applications. Frameworks usually embody patterns,
guidelines, and rules into a predefined but flexible architecture that developers can
extend and modify to fit their needs.
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In the following, we discuss how decentralization, and the two goals we have
discussed, could be implemented at these three levels, first discussing Infrastructure
and Data together (Section 4.1), before moving on to Programming Frameworks
(Section 4.2).
4.1 Infrastructure and data
In a centralized system, data can be stored and processed in the same location.
While this centralization clearly yields strong performance benefits, the scalabil-
ity of this design is limited by the capabilities of a single machine. By contrast,
a P2P design can scale horizontally at will, but this scalability comes with side
effects : data is scattered at the extreme, with elements stored and processed at
every user machine. This dispersion is key to scalability but potentially inefficient
for computations that require non-local data. We argue that the local nature of P2P
algorithms can be leveraged to mitigate this problem by either (1) creating locality
or (2) exploiting locality both at the data and infrastructure levels.
Creating locality In a P2P system, computers at the edge are used to contribute
to the system. This yields a natural one-to-one mapping between a machine and
a user. This natural mapping can be leveraged to create locality in a number of
user-centric applications, in which data is inherently attached to users. For instance
in recommendation systems, users are not only the target of the service in the sense
that they need to be provided with some (recommended) items, but also produce the
data used for computing recommendations, typically in the form of profiles, such as
the list of music files, pictures, movies, or news items they have downloaded, posted
or liked.
The central position of users in these applications can be leveraged to guide the
distribution of both data and computation on the underlying infrastructure and
create locality along these two dimensions. How this distribution occurs is flexible,
and allows for hybrid designs in which parts of a system are decentralized while
others are not. This flexibility offers a variety of design choices that developers can
adapt to the context of their application. For instance in a file sharing system, all
files can be stored at the user that created them. In a recommendation system,
each user might be responsible for processing her/his own data, while this data
is stored on a centralized infrastructure, as in the Hyrec recommender system [54].
Spotify [6] illustrates the reverse case, in which data is indexed on centralized servers
(computation) but data transfers occur in a peer-to-peer fashion between users. User
interactions may also be exploited to influence data placement, as in the work of
Pujol et al. [55], where the data of a social network is placed according to how users
interact with one another.
Finally, the constraints that a P2P system imposes, such as favoring local compu-
tations and limiting communication, turn out to be sometimes particularly beneficial
to performance, and can be transposed to the design of cloud-based implementa-
tions. Locality (of computation and communication) for instance has driven the de-
sign of the distributed graph embedding algorithm proposed by Kermarrec, Leroy,
and Trédan [49], but the resulting algorithm is not tied to a P2P deployment. In
this work, a force-based model is used to embed a graph into a high dimensional
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space by associating each node with some coordinates that reflect its position in the
graph. The embedding yields distances between nodes that carry more semantics
than plain hop counts, and can be used within further applications (search, recom-
mendations). Starting from random coordinates, each node updates its coordinates
by being attracted by the neighbors in the graphs and repulsed by all other nodes of
the system. By applying a fully decentralized algorithm not all nodes are considered
for repulsion but only a random sample. It appears that this does not only provide
scalability but also limits the influence of remote nodes on the system’s stability
(which might in this example actually disrupt the system). Applying such an al-
gorithm in a cloud-based environment will yield the same benefits, with potential
applications to graph processing. For instance, updating a KNN graph can be easily
distributed by first partitioning the graph, and then updating only parts of it, thus
limiting the need for communication between distributed units that are working on
weakly connected parts of the graph.
Leveraging locality User-based applications can rely on the link between users and
data to create a natural form of locality. Unfortunately, this natural locality is not
always present, and must instead be injected into some systems to reap the full
benefits of a decentralized design. This is apparent for instance in the domain of
DHTs, when comparing Pastry [2] to earlier designs such as Chord [3] or CAN [13].
Contrary to the initial designs of Chord and CAN, Pastry takes into account the ge-
ographical proximity of participating nodes when managing its underlying overlay.
As a result, Pastry avoids routing messages through geographically distant nodes
when connecting geographically close neighbors, yielding much better performance
than approaches that ignore the physical locations of nodes. This illustrates how,
in a P2P DHT, the relative link between a node’s logical and physical locations
can have tremendous consequences for the DHT’s overall performance. If both lo-
cations are only weakly correlated or worse not correlated at all, messages routed
through the overlay might bounce between nodes that lay geographically far from
one another, with drastic consequences for latency and network traffic.
Interestingly, this type of locality-driven strategy, which seeks to align the logical
behavior of a distributed system with the shape of its physical deployment, can be
transposed to cloud-based infrastructures, with substantial performance gains as
exemplified by Camdoop [56]. Camdoop exploits a direct-connect network topology
to link servers in a low-diameter graph at the physical level, which is particularly
beneficial to data aggregation for map-reduce applications. We think that Camdoop
along with other efforts in the area of rack-space computing [57, 58] nicely illus-
trate how the mechanisms designed in the context of P2P systems to leverage or
create locality hold a huge potential to design efficient and highly scalable cloud
infrastructures.
4.2 Programming frameworks
The third level of decentralization in which we see strong opportunities are pro-
gramming frameworks for decentralized systems. This observation is prompted by
the sheer number of existing decentralized solutions [59, 60]. This success makes
it paradoxically hard for practitioners to orient themselves in this large domain.
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In particular, practitioners cannot rely on any unified set of tools or programming
abstractions for decentralized systems to help them make sense of the many sub-
tleties and options and the field. As a result, they cannot easily reuse, compose,
or adapt existing solutions to fit their needs, and have limited opportunities to
share knowledge and ideas, which in turn limits the adoption of novel decentralized
techniques.
We think this situation mirrors that of traditional distributed systems in the
eighties, when developing a distributed application often meant coding at the levels
of sockets and packets, if not lower. Many middleware technologies have since then
been developed to improve this situation, by raising the level of abstraction at which
developers of distributed systems must work. This includes distributed objects [61],
component-based middleware [62], modular distributed platforms [63, 64, 65, 43],
aspects [66], reflection [67], and models at runtime approaches [68, 69] just to name
of few. These technologies have in common that they seek to offer well-encapsulated
modular entities (interfaces, components, aspects) that foster reuse and composi-
tion. They thus advocate a principled approach to distributed software development,
to ensure desirable software properties, such as reuse, composability, and maintain-
ability.
Unfortunately these techniques are often only moderately relevant to highly-
scalable decentralized mechanisms, as they rarely capture the challenges inherent
to large-scale systems, which are left to the developers to solve. This is either be-
cause they say little about a system’s organization beyond local interactions, or
tend to encourage medium-scale architectures, which emphasize punctual interac-
tions and explicit bindings, a philosophy that is ill aligned with the dynamicity and
unpredictability of very-large-scale distributed systems.
Prompted by this diagnostic, some pioneering works have been proposed over
the last 15 years, to ease the development of large-scale and decentralized systems.
Mace [70] and Macedon [71] for instance use a form of data-flow programming
inspired from datalog to implement peer-to-peer systems. Similarly, OverML [72]
offers a set of languages to describe at a high level how an overlay should be con-
structed, which data each node should maintain, and what kind of messages should
be exchanged. A number of works have in the same way sought to systematize the
design and implementation of epidemic protocols, an emblematic family of highly
scalable algorithms [42, 44, 73, 74, 75].
In spite of their promises, these first attempts do not yet fulfill the expectations of
a systematic and generic framework for the programming of decentralized systems.
They rarely allow developers to think about distributed applications as a woven
composition of decentralized mechanisms (e.g., overlay topologies, routing paths,
markers), or to reason in a systematic manner about the fundamental aspects of
these decentralized mechanisms such as their spatial extent, their interactions (bind-
ings, events, regulations) and their life cycle. Similarly, these first attempts provide
very few mechanisms for recursion in the structures they produce (a recurring prop-
erty of composable systems), for example by allowing a network to exist within one
another, while feeding on the data and context provided by its host network.
These gaps open a number of exciting research paths to simplify the deployment
of large-scale decentralized systems, and ease their application within cloud-based
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infrastructures. Most fruitful seem to be efforts [76] that take inspiration from suc-
cessful approaches in medium-scale distributed systems (such as models at runtime
[68, 69], distributed macro-programming languages [77, 78], reflection [67], declar-
ative networking [79, 80]) and adapt them to the specifics and existing ecosystems
of highly scalable decentralized algorithms.
5 Conclusion: Want to scale? Adopt the P2P mindset.
Today’s distributed computer systems have reached scales never heard of before, be
it in terms of the number of machines they host, the number of cores these machines
contain, the amount of data they store and process, or the number of users they
serve. The need for scalable and future-proof solutions to support these systems is
therefore more crucial than ever. In this paper, we have argued that such scalable
solutions should adopt a P2P strategy to succeed.
Contrary to the original vision of peer-to-peer systems, most modern distributed
computations occur in highly integrated data centers, and are increasingly made
available at various abstraction levels (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS) through cloud comput-
ing technologies. One could be led to believe that peer-to-peer technologies are
therefore no longer relevant in today’s world. In this paper, we have argued oth-
erwise: as data centers and cloud platforms grow in size and number, we believe
the decentralized approaches originally proposed to leverage the computing power
of home computers still hold a strong potential to implement large-scale globally
distributed systems. Our key argument is that decentralized designs will in the long
term become increasingly applied to very-large-scale data center systems.
This is because, regardless of whether the targeted system is a centralized, server-
based or fully decentralized one, designing algorithms that are efficient in a P2P
system is an excellent way of providing scalability by design. Interestingly, if one
can do the big things, one can do the little things as well. P2P algorithms can be
transposed easily and directly to centralized systems. The reverse is more compli-
cated, a scalable centralized algorithm has usually to be adapted to decentralized
systems.
These observation chimes in with other works on scalable computing platforms
and models, for instance on sublinear time algorithms [81], or sample-based query-
ing engines [82], which aim to compute accurate results using only a partial view
of a system. Decentralized and P2P designs can be understood as a practical em-
bodiment of this intuition, which, we think, will continue to live on in tomorrow’s
distributed computer systems.
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